MINUTES OF COUNCIL MEETING
May 22, 2018

The Regular Meeting of City Council was called to order at 7:30 p.m. with Mayor Barilla presiding. The meeting
was opened with a prayer followed by the Pledge of Allegiance.
Present were Councilmen Villamagna, DiLoreto, Dressel, Hahn, Paul, & Petrella.
Mr. Villamagna made a motion that Mr. Timmons be excused from the meeting. Second by Mr. Paul. Roll call.
All ayes. So moved declared Mayor Barilla.

Also present; City Manager Jim Mavromatis, Law Director Costa Mastros, Finance Director Dave Lewis,
Wastewater Director Chuck Murphy, Parks and Recreation Director Lori Fetherolf, Fire Chief Carlo Capaldi,
Engineering Director Mike Dolak, Paul Giannamore from the Herald Star, & WTOV9.

APPROVAL/CORRECTION OF MINUTES
Minutes were approved by Mrs. Hahn for May 15, 2018. Second by Mr. Petrella. Roll Call. All ayes. So moved
minutes accepted declared Mayor Barilla.

PETITIONS/COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Barilla – “Petitions and Communications Madame Clerk?”
Mrs. Haley – “Nothing this evening.”
Mayor Barilla – “Thank you Madam Clerk.”
ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS
NO. 2018-41 – BY THE PLANNING COMMITTEE – 3rd reading
Messrs. Villamagna, Hahn, Petrella
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING AND DESIGNATING THE CITY MANAGER AS THE LOCAL
OFFICIAL WITH THE AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE THE PROJECT KNOWN AS THE EFTS LANE
AND ABERDEEN ROAD DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS, CITY PROJECT NO. 2018-112, AND
COMPLETE ALL NECESSARY FUNCTIONS THAT MAY BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE SAID
PROJECT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ENGINEERING DESIGN SERVICES, RIGHT OF
WAY SERVICES INCLUDING ACQUISITION OF RIGHT OF WAY, UTILITY RELOCATION,
CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION/INSPECTION SERVICES, BIDDING SERVICES,
ADVERTISING FOR BIDS FOR CONSTRUCTION, RE-BIDDING IF REQUIRED, ENTERING INTO
A CONTRACT WITH THE LOWEST MOST QUALIFIED BIDDER AND AUTHORIZING
PAYMENT THEREFORE.
Mayor Barilla – “You have heard the third and final reading of Ordinance 2018-41. Is there anyone wishing to
speak on it please come forward and state your name and address?” Mr. Villamagna called question. Roll Call.
Five ayes. One no. Ordinance No. 2018-41duly adopted declared Mayor Barilla. “The effective date of this
ordinance will be June 21, 2018.”
NO. 2018-43 – BY THE PLANNING COMMITTEE – 1st Reading
Messrs. Villamagna, Hahn, Petrella
AN ORDINANCE DECLARING THE BUILDING AND STRUCTURE IDENTIFIED IN THE
FOLLOWING SECTIONS OF THIS ORDINANCE TO BE AN UNSAFE STRUCTURE AS DEFINED
BY SECTION 108 OF THE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE CODE OF THE CITY OF
STEUBENVILLE, OHIO AND DECLARING SUCH TO BE A PUBLIC NUISANCE, AND ORDERING
THE REMOVAL OR DEMOLITION OF SUCH UNSAFE STRUCTURE.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES
Mr. Villamagna – “Mayor I don’t have a committee report I just have a couple questions to ask. Dave I never
got the papers you were supposed to get me for the funds for the money.”
Dave Lewis – “They’ve been given to the City Manager (all inaudible) but there (inaudible).”
Mr. Mavromatis – “You can take a look at these and then we can discuss.”
Mr. Villamagna – “These are the accounts?”
Dave Lewis – “(All inaudible)”

Mr. Villamagna – “Thank you. And the next thing is I guess; this damage that was done on this property on
Marion Place; if we damage property; if we go on someone’s property for a right of way and we tear up their
property; we fix it; correct?”
Mr. Mavromatis – “That’s correct.”
Mr. Villamagna – “So this has been going on since December there and I get the insurance part because that’s
how government is done you got to go through the insurance company I wasn’t told that in the beginning
though I was told to have them get a hold of somebody to do; but regardless of the outcome of the insurance; if
his insurance doesn’t cover it; and correct me if I’m wrong; if his insurance covers it then we pay the
deductible; his deductible for the damage; is that…”
Mr. Mastros – “I think that’s one scenery that could occur but although I think we do turn ours in to our
insurance company that’s a coverable claim but I think they pay out.”
Mr. Villamagna – “They…”
Mr. Mastros – “And then the two insurance companies that talk.”
Mr. Villamagna – “Either way. So this gentleman that has this damage he’s 90 years old and he’s concerned
about the property; can’t we have that fixed and then; cause we’re going to get it fixed no matter how we look at
it; if his insurance pays for it or ours insurance pays for it one way or the other it’s going to be fixed. Can we
okay this to be fixed? This has been going on since December; it’s Memorial Day and it’s still not corrected and
I don’t know; the City; I think the City has an obligation to the citizens to try; if that was; if we like I said if we
went on that property to fix a water line and we destroyed it we would fix it and we destroyed the property; I
don’t mean destroyed; we damaged the property you know and it would bother me but I’m 30 years younger
than him and it’s really bothering him. Is there a way that we can just have it fixed and then the insurance
companies can…?”
Mr. Mastros – “I don’t know the answer to that question myself I could look into that.”
Mr. Villamagna – “Would you please?”
Mr. Mastros – “Yes.”
Mr. Villamagna – “Thank you very much that’s all I had tonight.”
Mr. DiLoreto – No report
Mr. Dressel – “Yes a brief thing. We would like to call a Utility Committee meeting; I’m guessing we’re going
to have a Finance Committee meeting maybe next week.”
Mr. Paul – “Yeah.”
Mr. Dressel – “So then we’ll do this on June 5th at 6:30 and we’re going to cover two things. First thing is
discussing and coming up with a mythology pricing and policy for picking up extra items; every other city on
earth in Ohio that picks up trash has this; we’re the only one that doesn’t have it in writing yet so I guess we
need to do it and that will be part of the garbage and refuge ordinance revisions that Costa wants to review as
well. So for just to be clear for example when someone has a branch or a couch or I don’t know something
weird; a big box; I don’t know that can’t go in the container we need a way that they can call and get that picked
up; we just haven’t finalized that obviously we need to get that done so we’ll figure that out and get it done.
And then; I don’t think those two things are going to take a whole hour necessarily but I thought maybe if
there’s any more discussion that we had to have around the sewer/water infrastructure rebuilding we could
discuss whatever else; either Finance or Chuck would like to bring up or even just the status on how things are
going.”
Chuck Murphy – “I can get (all inaudible).”
Mr. Dressel – “Okay thank you. And I approved that with Yonk before I brought it up.”
Mrs. Hahn – “A couple of different things. We had 3 fires on Belleview; LaBelle neighborhood Friday night
apparently all 3 were set; these were all vacant properties and I wanted to ask the Fire Chief how many would
you say because I know there were several fires up on Lincoln; like in the last month how many of those were
vacant structures?”
Mr. DiLoreto – “Probably all of them.”
Carlo Capaldi – “I believe all of them on Lincoln were vacant so that would be 6; we had 3 on Lincoln and 3 on
LaBelle.”
Mrs. Hahn – “And then; we finally have the; it almost completely cleaned up thanks to Steve Vukilic in getting
the debris from a July fire last year and two door down had a fire a week ago; was that vacant also?”
Carlo Capaldi – “Is that the one on Oak Grove?”
Mrs. Hahn – “It was on Oak Grove.”
Carlo Capaldi – “There was one on Oak Grove that was occupied I think it was 2-3 weeks ago.”
Mrs. Hahn –“The one of Wellesley was occupied; it was a vacant property but they were letting someone rent
there.”
Carlo Capaldi – “Right. The one on Oak Grove was occupied.”
Mrs. Hahn – “It was (inaudible)”
Carlo Capaldi – “It was on…”
Mrs. Hahn – “its two doors down from…”
Carlo Capaldi – “It was on the south side of Oak Grove and it was occupied. There was an apartment building
on Wellesley that was vacant but it was actually; I wouldn’t say it was abandon it was an apartment building.”
Mrs. Hahn – “Okay”
Carlo Capaldi – “90% of them are vacant.”
Mrs. Hahn – “Okay so here’s the question. I believe that we really have to address this. We have a thousand
vacant properties in the City of Steubenville; Council passed a law before I was on that said you have to pay

$200.00 for the first year; $50.00 more for each year for vacant properties why? Because the Police have to go
by because it is more of a risk for a fire and if a fire burns it most insurance companies will not insure a vacant
property so it’s a total loss and it’s putting good people at risk; people who have decided to stay here and live
here and people that live next to vacant properties are very very concerned that this person if we don’t catch him
soon is; or her; it’s going to start taking a toll on life. So this is a safety concern; this is a health concern and I
believe we need to act now a group of us gave the information to Chris Petrossi; the best information we could
glean from the Auditor’s Office to try to save time for the people in his office and I do think he thought it would
save them time; but because the Judge only hears one hour a month on all code enforcement including vacant
property that people aren’t paying; we have a complete bottle neck and so I want us to think about you know
could we; should we take some of the CDBG funds that we are currently using and pay a part-time Judge;
maybe hire a retired Judge for an evening a week that he could hear these cases or even during the day that
these cases could be heard. People have to know that there’s some kind (inaudible) behind it; it’s not been
enforced so the people who now have had a vacant property for 3 full years should be paying $350 or $400;
$350 I think this year and yet we’re still only asking for $200; now some of the people live out of state but some
of them live in Weirton; why are we not going to Weirton? Why are we not knocking on the door and saying
you own property in Steubenville and that’s great but you still have an obligation to take care of this property.
We just have got to find the solution and I’m not saying that we put criminal cases on hold and I think right now
Judge Mascio feels like there are so many cases he’s got to keep the; he’s got to keep it on the criminal cases
but is he the only Judge that can hear this? Is there a Common Pleas Judge that could hear this? Is there a retired
Judge that would be willing to hear this? Anyway so I really believe this is (inaudible) do you? I see you
nodding. Yeah the Chief agrees so for the wellbeing of our people I really think and that’s (all inaudible). Okay
under Parks and Recreation; Costa can you tell me where we are in the process of getting the letter drafted.”
Mr. Mastros – “For?”
Mrs. Hahn – “This is for the property being donated to the City if so we got to get.”
Mr. Mastros – “Sure the agreement is drafted; the ordinance is drafted; a memo to you all is drafted; Mr.
Villamagna is going to get me the contact information for the owner; updated contact information for the owner
so that; that letter will go out this week and you guys will have drafts of it either this week or Saturday.”
Mrs. Hahn – “Perfect. Perfect thank you.”
Mr. Mastros – “You’re welcome.”
Mrs. Hahn – “I also want to ask about the wall because now we’re less than two weeks out from what we hope
could be the opening of the pool and where are we on the retaining wall?”
Lori Fetherolf – “So I had somebody come out and look at it. His recommendation is because the wall was built
to code when it was built years and years ago but we’ve got a hillside; the wall should be built into the hillside
not straight up he said which is why the hill is pushing it all over. His recommendation to me was it’s a 3-4
week project to get it done right; his recommendation was that we rent some temporary fencing which would
look better than caution tape looking like a construction area; he said he’ll get it on his schedule because of the
spring weather he said everybody in this type of job is so far behind because he couldn’t even get to us until
July; so I have no problem with that I think the fencing will look better than what we had last year; he said yes
it’s ready to fall over anytime; the bricks are not attached to each other and so when he installs it he’ll go up
into the hill and will be attached so he said it will not fall over like this anymore. I actually got an estimate for
the entire; that entire area because he said this is falling down; that’s going to fall later so to be fixed correctly
and I am; have been playing phone tag with him for the cost but that is what I would go with; would be to just
put the temporary fence up now; I can move it a little bit so there’s more green space that people can be on but
that was his recommendation to replace the entire wall and the railing that goes up around.”
Mrs. Hahn – “Now can he do that in the summer when the pool has water in it or do we now have to wait until
the fall.”
Lori Fetherolf – “He wants to wait; he said to wait till fall; until we close cause he said he can’t do it with you
know; because he’ll have to get big; he’ll have to get construction stuff in there to do that.”
Mr. Paul – “Yes. That’s the wall behind the old sliding board right?”
Lori Fetherolf – “Correct.”
Mr. Paul – “That’s probably about; I’ll say 5 feet.”
Lori Fetherolf – “Yeah.”
Mr. Paul – “A little higher.”
Lori Fetherolf – “Right.”
Mr. Paul – “At least get the wall down a couple feet; take the old block down.”
Lori Fetherolf – “Yes we should’ve taken that down (all inaudible).”
Mr. Paul – “Okay so if it would fall; it’s going to fall (inaudible) it’s not going to fall on some child that might
be wondering over that way; that’s all I’m asking.”
Lori Fetherolf – “Yes.”
Mr. Paul – “I mean I understand and I agree with you it needs to be stepped back (inaudible).”
Lori Fetherolf – “And the way he had the fence was we could have some of that area open too; so he said not
that you push the fence up against that but (inaudible) because I want that area for people to kind of”
Mr. Paul – “Yeah.”
Lori Fetherolf – “Chairs and so we can still put the fence around that area kind of that way so you can still sit
down.”
Mr. Paul – “The wall is leaning this way correct? Towards the pool?”
Lori Fetherolf – “They are; both of the walls are leaning; yeah (all inaudible).”

Mr. Paul – “So we can cut just a couple layers down?”
Lori Fetherolf – “Uh huh.”
Mr. Paul – “And that way if it would fall it’s not going to fall…”
Lori Fetherolf – “We can do a couple layers because the ground is probably this far below the top of the…”
Mr. Paul – “Okay; okay.”
Lori Fetherolf – “(All inaudible) pushing it over and he said he takes the wall off; he’s afraid if he does when
the pool is open that hill is going to come with it so he wants to make sure there’s nobody in the area.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “(Inaudible) I feel for you. I’ve got 40 houses in my ward that are empty; fire burned; the clerk
here tracked them all down on Lincoln Ave. from the Library on down; half of them are dead; other half are
owned by the State of Ohio; how are you going to go up to them people when they aren’t even here; some of
them (inaudible) banks; you got 999 numbers on there 888; I got a house I can sell them for whoever wants to
buy it; I can’t find the owner; it’s owned by a bank down in California some place. I’m frustrated too and I feel
sorry for the firemen that go out there; I’d like to see the guy that; I shouldn’t say that I might get in trouble; but
I don’t know what the answer is but the ones we do have some landlords in Weirton we know who they are
that’s who they should go after; the ones that are dead and the 100 abandoned you got two chances slim to none
unless you can find; bring them out of the grave.”
Mrs. Hahn – “Well I actually drove down to Columbus and I met with Senator Hoagland’s staff and I went
through a list of questions; they’re willing to research it. I said what…”
Mr. DiLoreto – “What do they do when the property says State of Ohio? I can’t…”
Mrs. Hahn – “They said they don’t really own it; it’s just they put their name on it I believe to stop the taxes
from being due; from accumulating.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “Well I went to get my petition signed I couldn’t find anyone to sign it.”
Mrs. Hahn – “As soon as I hear back from them I’ll let Bob know to see if we can put this on the agenda and
we’re not the only community.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “No I know it. I know but it’s frustrating.”
Mrs. Hahn – “(All inaudible because Mr. DiLoreto was speaking when Mrs. Hahn was.) So they need to solve it
for the State not just for us but in all the 50 States we’re in the top 3 or 4 of the most homes in foreclosure still.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “I believe it.”
Mrs. Hahn – “And somewhere out in this zombie land of nobody owns it; nobody has responsibility.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “The banks take it and they don’t take the title and the banks are either in California or Texas or
Mexico.”
Mrs. Hahn – “(Inaudible) putting with that; a group of us are going to go to Canton on Thursday and meet with
the Habitat for Humanity people up there; we’re part of their region now in Eastern Ohio and so hopefully they
give us some good information and that we’re hoping in early August to hold a nature meeting; possibly at JCC
to have them share what can happen here and see if we can possibly have one home in every ward so initially
going for 6 homes that we could rehab and then we’ll see where we go after that. Thank you.”
Mr. Paul – “Yes Mayor. Good evening Mayor how are you?”
Mayor Barilla – “Good.”
Mr. Paul – “Yes; I would like to call a Finance Committee meeting for next; 29th my wife’s birthday; the 29th at
6:30 next Tuesday and Mr. Lewis will update us on the April finances; which looked pretty good to me. And
also I would like to congratulate Mr. Lewis and his staff (inaudible) I seen your pretty face on TV today
receiving the award from 2016 which we were held back is that how it went?”
Mr. Mavromatis – “I’m going to talk about this.”
Mr. Paul – “Okay well I just wanted to congratulate you and I won’t elaborate any further. Okay I’m done
Mayor.”
Mr. Petrella – No report
REPORT OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
Mr. Mavromatis – “Thank you Mayor. We recognized 3 of our officers a few weeks ago they were submitted to
the American Red Cross here and they accepted; they were given an award by the American Red Cross and that
will be on June 14, 2018 in Girard, Ohio. I’m giving this to the Chief for our officers to attend down there to
accept that award by the Red Cross. Last night with Mr. Petrella we met with the Hilltop CDC about garbage
issues; one of the things that they brought up was the type of cans they have there are not compatible with the
City’s equipment of what we pick up now and one of the request that they had was could they get our City
garbage cans; that is an option that we’re going to look at cause one our vehicles now can pick them up much
easier than trying to pick up whatever is put in those blue cans; they also furnished me with locations and
Pleasant Heights there are approximately 14 locations that they have these blue cans set up and then LaBelle
there’s 15 so again we have the specific locations where they’re at and we need to talk about the possibility of
different cans and this is something that I’ve been discussing with Mr. Baird. I’m requesting next week that we
go into executive session this is in regards to the Police contract; it was accrued by their union last Friday I
believe and we just need to discuss it with Council if there are any issues there.”
Mr. Paul – “Tonight?
Mr. Mavromatis – “Next week. That’s next week. I will have tonight; Chuck Murphy he’s going to address
Council and give you a little incite of where we’re at on our loan application and it’s positive news but there’s a
lot hoops that we still have to jump through to make this happen and lastly; what you brought up Mr. Paul; there
were some issues and again a lot of people do not understand; there are over 6,000 audits that are done every

year in the State of Ohio and less than 5% get this type of award and we were one of them but unfortunately it
was held in debates; there were things that came up that were not cleared by their office so that was part of my
meeting when I went down there 2 weeks ago to talk to Mr. Bob Hinkle who is the number 2 in the State
Auditor’s office and is responsible for all of these audits and he got back to me; he rectified what the issues
were and they were from his office not ours; everything was fine in 16 with (inaudible) there so again he put his
time and effort into it along with his people; as well as Mr. Yost and it got rectified; and he asked to come up
here and make the presentation which we set up for this morning and he came up this morning; made the
presentation to Mr. Lewis and his staff; so again for 2016 the City of Steubenville has received the Ohio
Auditor of State Award with sanction this is the third year in a row so this is a credit to Mr. Lewis, his staff, and
all of us; to my department heads paying attention to what we need to be doing when it comes to the financial
matter so Dave at this time I would like for you to come up so I can give you this award. Dave thanks to
(inaudible) and your staff okay? It’s (inaudible) deserved and you got it. All right so thank you.”
Dave Lewis – “Thank you. I appreciate it thank you.”
Mr. Dressel – “Thank you Dave.”
Mr. Paul – “Thank you Dave for all your hard work.”
Dave Lewis – “There’s a lot of work from everybody; putting team effort went into this; obtaining such a high
level. There’s really two qualifications (all inaudible) qualifications there are several but the two main ones are
we have to file the comprehensive annual financial report which means we take things beyond the levels of just
basic financial statements. Your basic financial statements are roughly 80 pages and a comprehensive report is
about 290 pages so we file at the highest level possible; there’s a lot of information that goes into this report for
the public to look at. The other is the clean audit and as Jim was saying the clean audit everything; it wasn’t
even one problem actually sometimes they’ll give you recommendations; they didn’t even have a
recommendation they were very pleased (inaudible) that being the auditors; the auditors were very pleased on
how we’re doing things so the award with distinction basically says that you’re an example of how to keep
public records and that’s why we received the award.”
Mr. Paul – “Thank you Dave I appreciate you and your staff (inaudible).”
Mr. Mavromatis – “That’s all I have Mayor.”
Mr. Villamagna – “Jim can you set up a meeting next week and we can talk about this?”
Mr. Mavromatis – “What I just gave you?”
Mr. Villamagna – “Yeah.”
Mr. Mavromatis – “Yes no problem.”
Mr. Villamagna – “At your convenience any day except Monday.”
Mr. Mavromatis – “Okay.”
Mr. Mastros – No report
MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS

PUBLIC FORUM
Mayor Barilla – “We don’t have anyone signing in under Public Forum this evening.”
Mr. Mavromatis – “I asked Mr. Murphy to speak.”
Mayor Barilla – “Okay.”
Chuck Murphy – “Everyone here; the Council members have in front of them an e-mail that I received yesterday
in regards to our WSRLA our loan (inaudible) application for the valve (inaudible) project for the City. And
basically in here they are telling us that we have gotten 50% principal forgiveness; the remainder which would
be three and a half million dollars which means 3 ½ million dollars of principal forgiveness and the remainder is
0% for 30 years (inaudible) 3 ½ million dollars. Now thing is; is this; I want to make very clear just means that
we’re in the pipe line; we still have obligations that we have to meet in order to go ahead and actually truly guard
those funds; so we have to move along as quickly as possible and it has to be done well and right. To that end one
of the things that’s in here is basically second paragraph says please note that the principle forgiveness money is
not guaranteed for the entire fiscal year. Their fiscal year will (inaudible) July 1st this year to June 30th of next. A
certain amount has been aliquoted for the entire state and when it is gone, it is gone. I therefore highly recommend
that you work to complete the following program requirements as soon as possible to ensure this financing is
secured and we’ve been working diligently every single day; us; our own staff as well as the (inaudible) in terms
of going ahead and trying to keep things on course and really as quickly as possible done right. That said here’s
the fun part for Council I’ll leave the rest of that for you to go ahead and review because it’s just dealing with;
you know things that the engineering (inaudible) and I have to go head and handle our staff but you’ll notice it’s
circled on the second page and what it comes down to is; is Council has a requirement in it of itself as far as things
go and this program has a training prerequisite for water systems that obtain principle forgiveness; which we
have; for the drinking water alone specifically a minimal of 50% of the Council members or government board
members for the water system must complete the following Rural Communities Assistance Program courses prior
to loan award and you have to go ahead and complete the two courses listed there 101 Utility Management for
Local Officials and 201 Financial Management for Local Officials. All courses are offered free of charge and are

available online or in a classroom setting; I did check online for the convenience of Council basically there is no
(inaudible) classes available that you could actually physically go to; the only alternative with this juncture is
therefore the online version; for the sake of again trying (inaudible) information for Council I went on the system
and basically saw how things needed to go ahead and transpire. In essence they give you (inaudible) after you
have created your login and all of that you’ll then be able to access in and it basically (inaudible) towards the
bottom of the page and you’ll find the reference courses and then you can say this is for dealing with the principle
forgiveness aspects (all inaudible) so forth and so on. In that you would then have to go ahead and actually read
what they have in there and they’ll even have a video on one part; a little video presentation and then there is
actually a question at the end you then have to answer based on what you did and you have to get according to
the information in there a 100% on the thing. Now that sounds very very odd but what it comes down to is you
can reference back and forth a little bit; that thing is as far as things are concerned to be able to go ahead and get
your way through it says it’s not overly complicated from what I saw. Any questions?”
Mr. Dressel – “When would you like us to be done doing this?”
Chuck Murphy – “As soon as possible.”
Unknown – “If this is it right here? I mean I can try it; (inaudible) right here.”
Chuck Murphy – “What I’m going to do is I’m going to ask you for the actually e-mail (all inaudible).”
Mr. Dressel – “(All inaudible)”
Chuck Murphy – “Right and then that way all you have to do is maybe click on the list cause those websites that
you’re seeing there; they’re active links you can click on and it will take you right to it that’s what I got from it.
Mr. DiLoreto – “Hey Chuck”
Chuck Murphy – “Then as far.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “I’m not going to learn. I don’t have a computer.”
Chuck Murphy – “Yep I was already thinking of you sir.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “Good.”
Chuck Murphy – “On that end worse case; what we can do is go ahead and ask you to have you come into City
Hall we can set you up with a computer.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “No problem I’ll go to class.”
Chuck Murphy – “We’ll go from there.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “I’ll go to class.”
Chuck Murphy – “In the same; for any of the other council members if you need assistance in the matter by all
means feel free to contact me; we can go ahead and actually set up a computer and basically go ahead and actually
walk you through get you started and then go from there.”
Mr. Villamagna – “All council members don’t have to go too because…”
Chuck Murphy – “You have to have at least 50%.”
Mr. Villamagna – “So I mean if Yonk…”
Mr. DiLoreto – “I’ll go if you want me; if you need me I’ll go.”
Chuck Murphy – “Like I said the thing is I’m advising in all honesty that I want you to do it because I did find
that there are (inaudible).”
Mr. DiLoreto – “I want to go.”
Chuck Murphy – “Valuable information getting into ethics laws as well as you know the dealing with the finances
(inaudible) there’s quite a bit in there that you can work through to be beneficial.”
Mrs. Hahn – “Thank you.”
Mayor Barilla – “Thank you Mr. Murphy.”
Mr. DiLoreto – “Thank you Chuck.”
Mrs. Hahn – “Yes congratulations.”

Mr. Paul moved to adjourn. Second by Mr. Villamagna. Roll call. All ayes. So moved; meeting adjourned declared
Mayor Barilla.
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